
NUCLEAR WEAPONS OUTLINE

Nuclear weapon, device designed to release energy in an explosive manner as a result of nuclear fission, nuclear
fusion, or a combination of the two. Fission.

The conferences leading up to the treaty and the UN negotiations made nuclear weapons issues more
democratic on two fronts. As North Korea appears to move closer to possessing a deliverable nuclear warhead,
the South Korean government has debated acquiring a nuclear weapon. States also diverged on whether or not
to include language banning nuclear testing and prohibiting the threat of use of nuclear weapons..
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty INF Created a global ban on short- and long-range nuclear
weapons systems, as well as an intrusive verification regime. Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine all inherited
nuclear weapons when the Soviet Union collapsed in  The draft will be subject to revision at the second round
of negotiations in June. Taiwan could consider developing a nuclear weapon to discourage Chinese aspirations
to fully reclaim the island. Traditionally, the step-by-step approach took the form of arms control treaties
between the United States and Russia. Many states, such as Algeria, Brazil, Indonesia, and South Africa,
spoke in favor of opening negotiations for a ban treaty. Iran would have a new, asymmetric power relative to
its Sunni rivals and force Israel to reconsider strategies that incorporate pre-emptive strikes. Withdrawal Each
State Party has the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it decides that extraordinary events related to the
subject matter of the Treaty have jeopardized the supreme interests of its country. Allies under the protection
of the U. Senate for advice and consent to ratification. Nuclear Threat Initiative. Chidyausiku Zimbabwe
served as Chair. Many states also voiced serious concern over North Korea's continued ballistic missile
activities and the relative passivity of the international community in achieving a resolution. Also involved in
the debate about nuclear weapons policy was the scientific community, through professional associations such
as the Federation of Atomic Scientists and the Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs. Former
Nuclear States click to enlarge Note: While Iran appears to have discontinued its nuclear program in
accordance with the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, we chose to include it in the third map to discuss the
geopolitical ramifications of an Iranian nuclear breakout. Its purpose was to test the effect of nuclear weapons
on naval ships. Warheads on aircraft are more flexible, since bombers can be recalled after a strike has been
ordered, but they are slower to reach their target than missiles except in the case where bombers are already in
flight and their target is nearby. Currently, the US has approximately 4, warheads, and Russia has 4, Beyond
mentioning that an international organization would oversee the dismantlement and disarmament verification
of nuclear weapons, [27] it does not outline the duties and responsibilities of said organization, nor does it
detail the types of verification procedures a nuclear weapons state would have to undergo e. Like other
treaties, it can be amended to improve its effectiveness. Brazil, Cuba, Israel, and Pakistan participated as
observers. The document further provided different legal mechanisms through which the international
community could enforce Article VI of the NPT, including a prohibition of weapons, their use, NWFZs, or a
new legal ban on nuclear weapons or their use. However, instead of reducing their stockpiles, they are
planning to rebuild their nuclear weapons programs. South Korea and Taiwan are concerned about escalation,
however, so instead choose to rely on the nuclear guarantee provided by their alliance with the US. The treaty
continues to gain support from states that do not possess nuclear weapons. Current Nuclear Powers click to
enlarge This map highlights three aspects of the global nuclear arsenal. Israel and Cuba attended as observers.
Therefore, while the debate over the deliberative bodies continued, the President arranged time for the
delegations to present their accumulating working papers during plenary sessions. Archived from the original
on  Ten States not parties attended as observers, as did NGOs. Among military strategists and planners, the
very presence of these weapons of unparalleled destructive power has created a distinct discipline , with its
own internal logic and set of doctrines, known as nuclear strategy.


